MILCOPEX 2018
Alphabet Exhibit - Letter “P”

Four or Eight Page Mini-Exhibit Entry Form

Name: ________________________________________________________________
Mailing address: ________________________________________________________
Phone: ________________________ Email: ________________________________
Title of Exhibit: _________________________________________________________
Circle:

4 pages

8 pages

This new exhibiting category is specifically set up to encourage Wisconsin collectors to share
their philatelic material and to promote the hobby to the public by making them aware of the
wide range of collecting interests that can be depicted and used to tell a story. Specifically,
exhibit titles and subjects must relate to the alphabet letter “P”. Examples: countries such as
Panama, Papua New Guinea, or Poland. Philatelic terms like parcel post, penalty envelopes, or
Penny Black. Collecting topics might include presidents, plants, or penguins. Anyway that you
can work the letter “P” into your exhibit title will fulfill the requirements.
Each four or eight-page exhibit must be on 8-1/2” x 11” vertical paper and in sheet protectors.
The name and mailing address of the exhibitor must be included on the back, inside the page
protector. The exhibit should have a title, some text on each page to help tell the story or
explain the philatelic material being shown. Depth of research and quality/selection of material
is important. Creativity is encouraged - a unique idea, first vs. third person, humor, presentation
(mounting layout, paper, fonts), etc. Have fun with your stamps!
There are NO FRAME FEES. Limit two exhibits per person.
Entry form and exhibit must be received by August 15, 2018. Visit
www.milwaukeephilatelic.org to download the entry form. Exhibits may be brought to a stamp
club meeting or mailed to MaryAnn Bowman, P.O. Box 1451, Waukesha, WI 53187. Clubs
may submit all of their entries in one envelope. Return of entries may be by personal or club
representative pick-up after the show or by mail provided that return postage is included.
Colored photo copies of the exhibit will be accepted but not returned.

